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Fugal Productions was
fortunate enough last
month to film at Black Diamond Equipment. Black
Diamond is a developer,
manufacturer, and distributor of top quality climbing
gear.
Fugal Productions is
often asked to shoot in remote and exotic locations
but were thrilled to be a
part of the Black Diamond
shoot, despite the fact that
the shoot location is about
a three minute drive from
the office.
“The Black Diamond
shoot was of particular
importance to me because
of my background in
climbing.”, said Mike.
“I’ve been sport climbing
since 1998 and Shannon
started last year. Black
Diamond has been a part of
my climbing gear every
step of the way and it was
amazing to actually see the
process involved in creating the gear.”
This shoot came in
through New York based
photographer Amanda

Zackem. Amanda is a producer
and photographer of many documentary projects including
HOPE DAWN, The Black Series,
Georgena Terry and more.

new climber, I was nervous
about trusting my entire
body weight to unfamiliar
equipment while 20 feet
above the ground (and
terrified),” said Shannon.
“But after hearing about
the extensive safety testing
on this shoot, I purchased
all of my climbing gear
from Black Diamond.”

Amanda Zackem documenting
the manufacturing process.
While the quality and thorough testing of life-saving
climbing gear was impressive,
the people who choose to work
at Black Diamond were the real
gems.
“We went to document the company and the incredible people
who work there.”, said Amanda.
“That was the refreshing part of
this shoot. Everyone who works
there truly believes in and cares
about the company and the quality of the product.”
As climbers, both Shannon
and Mike understand the importance of climbing gear. “Being a

Shannon rocking the
climbing wall.

You can find examples
of Amanda Zackem’s work
HERE and be sure to check
out Black Diamond Climbing Equipment HERE or at
their store. Conveniently
enough, they’re based right
in Holladay.
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48 Hour Film Festival
Fugal Productions was thrilled to
join up with Love Shack Productions to
be part of the 48 Hour Film Festival.
Love Shack, part of Love Communications, put together a great team this year
and ultimately, a great film.
For those unfamiliar with the festival,
The 48 Hour Film Festival challenges
teams from all over the world to write,
produce, film, edit, and score an original
4-8 minute film in only 48 hours. On a
Friday night, the teams are assigned a
character, a prop, a line of dialogue and
a genre, all of which must be included in
the film. 48 hours later, the movie must

clear that the
fire was out
of control and
heading
straight toward the filming location.
"When
you do a 48
hour film
project you
know it's going to be an adventure, little
did we know how much of an adventure!",
said Preston Wood, creative director for
Love Communications. “Within minutes
the fire was out of control, the heat
was so intense it that it felt like my
face was on fire, as we scrabbled to
save our gear and vehicles."
Luckily, everyone made it out
safely. Crew members were even
able to enter the smoky structure later
that day and recover equipment left
behind in the evacuation.
Anthony Oliver, editor of the
Mike, Shannon, and Brenda
piece, now had the challenge of
putting together a finished product Upright at the awards ceremony.
without all the footage and also
dealing with news crews and investhrough smoke and flame; even
Bob Rock of Lone Peak Productions shooting a tigators asking questions about the
though many scenes never graced
scene at the bar about two hours before the fire. incident.
the lens, we pulled off a fully polished production, incorporating the
“I'm always cutting projects
flames that almost consumed our
within 24 ~ 48 hours,” said Anthony, ”but
be complete. As you can imagine, this
gear and set. And we all have a
I'm
not
quite
used
to
trying
to
get
an
edit
framework can lead to some sleepless
really good production story to
done
with
a
news
camera
in
my
face.”
nights.
tell!"
Despite
the
fiery
interruption,
the
Love
Both Mike and Shannon were on set,
Click
below
to watch the
Shack crew was able to use the footage
Mike Handling the audio and Shannon
finished
product
now!
already shot, along with some faking done
timing the shots to make sure we met
“Happy Hour?”
back at the Love building, to craft the final
festival length requirements. Mike said,
piece.
“Love Shack put together an amazing
crew this year! The quick turnaround of
Ultimately, the film came
together and the Love Shack
this project has the potential to fall apart
very easily but this crew of professionals
crew was fortunate enough
all knew their responsibilities and did
to make the finals, even
their jobs beautifully! Everything went
winning “Best Use of Prop”
smoothly. Well, you know, except that
from the 48 Hour Film
one thing with the fire.”
Judges.
Indeed there was one hitch in the
"What a wild weekend!”,
Love Shack plan. The filming location
said Anthony. “From assignment to completion, we exwas a bar called “The Garage” on Beck
perienced all the earmarks
Street. At about six in the morning after
the crew had been shooting all through
of a classic production.
the night, a fire was spotted in the junkFortunately, our seasoned
yard next door to the bar. It soon became
crew smiled their way
Our exhausted stars recover between scenes.
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Q&A: Location Scouting
Shannon Fugal, our resident
location scout, fields this weeks
question:
It is no coincidence
that in no known
language does the
phrase 'As pretty as
an airport' appear.
- Douglas Adams

“What do you need to
notice when scouting locations?”
Often when we're searching
for locations we focus entirely
on the look we are going for.
The look is key, but often we
don't have unlimited resources
at our disposal. By paying attention to a few other aspects of
a location you can help plan a

more successful
shoot, and possibly
save some money in
the process.
Along with the
look, here are a few
things to pay attention to:
Power - Do you have
access to power at
all? If so, how much
access do you have?
Older locations, especially
houses, often have few outlets,
and are not wired for heavy
power usage. They will often
also require ground lifters for
each outlet.
Restrooms - Will you crew
have a place to go, or will you
need or rent facilities? Are
there nearby business where
they will let the crew use the
facilities?
Internet access - If you have
a production office they may
rely on Wi-Fi to get things
done. Will they have access or
will they need to provide their
own?

Permitting - This is sometimes really the first thing to
ask. If you're scouting 2 months
before the shoot you can permit
many places, but if it's a week
before the shoot you're going to
save yourself a lot of trouble by
not scouting places you won't
be able to permit. For example
- You can obtain a permit for
the Bonneville Salt Flats
quickly, often in less than two
weeks. National Parks usually
require a minimum of six
weeks to obtain a permit.

Mike on the Mic
Fugal Voiceovers has upgraded!
Our studio has been remade to improve
our capabilities
even more!
“We’ve made several improvements
this past quarter.”,
said Mike. “While
we already exceeded the standards set forth by
SaVoa, we made
our studio’s ambient noise floor even quieter.
We’ve also upgraded our audio editing software to Audition CS6, the newest iteration of
Adobe’s popular digital audio workstation.”
Along with these upgrades, Fugal Voiceovers has added additional hardware for ease
of editing as well as new options for dialogue
replacement.

“We’ve been doing live directed
sessions over the internet for a while
now, but we now have the capability
to record audio to video for ADR.
Talent using our studio can now have
a visual reference as they record their
lines.”
Fugal Voiceovers also has a few
projects in the works that will be revealed soon. “We’re under nondisclosure agreements at the moment
but we’re on pins and needles to reveal
the latest.”
Fugal Voiceovers is thrilled to be continually growing within the business of
voice acting and would like to extend a
thank you to the great clients, teachers,
and colleagues that have made this journey possible. We couldn’t do it without
you!

Mike Fugal is
a SaVoa
Accredited
Voice Artist

Mike Fugal is a McCarty
voice talent.

FP Spotlight: Christopher Miller Creative
Voice Actor, Director, Teacher
We had the opportunity to
speak with Christopher Robin
Miller, actor, director, and
voice of many animation and
commercial projects.

Chris Miller with
James Cromwell

FP: When did you start
becoming interested in
performance?
CM: It started with being a
mimic. As a kid, I was allergic to grass and trees and I
was inside a lot. I would
watch TV and listen to records and I would repeat back
everything I heard with the
same intonation, pitch,
rhythm, and texture. I would
say about 80% of what I
learned about acting I learned
from the Muppets.
FP: What made you more
interested in pursuing acting?
CM: I’ve always wanted to
do just about everything for
five minutes. At a point I
realized, sure, I was a singer,
sure, I was a dancer, but the

bottom line
is, I was an
actor because I
wanted to be
all of those things.
FP: Tell us a bit about your
teaching method in your
voiceover workshops.
CM: I think the winning
combination is training with
professionals who have a
working background but also
the heart of a teacher. We
work on the actor first so that
they can interpret all kinds of
different copy and also learn
to take all kinds of direction.
This lets the student know
what their strengths and
weaknesses are so they know
what to work on next.

Chris Miller at one of the
many conventions he is
asked to attend.

To hear the full interview
with Christopher Miller
visit the FP blog HERE.
For more about CM Creative, visit:
www.enterthebooth.com

www.pac-slc.com

FUGAL PRODUCTIONS
Fugal Productions provides video and film production support services to clients in Utah and beyond.

6905 South 1300 East
Suite #274
Midvale, UT 84047
801-688-0669
801-674-9413
Email: mike@fugalproductions.com
shannon@fugalproductions.com

Serving such roles as location audio, voice overs, set
lighting, location scout and more, we have the experience to help you make your project a success.
Since 2002, Fugal Productions has served such clients as National Geographic, Disney, Working Title Productions, DNA Films, ESPN, E! Channel and many
more.

Mike Fugal Voice Demos
Commercial

Character

Narration

Proud member of VAU

Find us online at
fugalproductions.com
www.shadowfoils.com

www.voiceartistsunited.com

